Mindset 24 Global is proud to offer a once in a
lifetime, EXCLUSIVE opportunity to share in the
GROSS profit, of every single sale, the company
ever makes. That’s right, we are so honored to
have so many individuals around the world want
to share our vision and crusade, we want to
reward them by letting them share in the profit in
a limited FOUNDERS PROFIT SHARING POOL.
This EXCLUSIVE Profit Sharing offer is only available during our prelaunch
period to those individuals that qualify by purchasing all 4 series and making
2 of those same sales. Only those agents that qualify will be placed in this
EXCLUSIVE FOUNDERS Profit Sharing Pool. This offer expires when prelaunch
is over. THERE WILL NEVER BE ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY FOR ANYONE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THIS FOUNDERS PROFIT SHARING POOL.

When you purchase the entire Mindset 24 Global series for $2000, you get:
Access to one of the most recognized Entrepreneurs in history, the original shark himself, Mr.
Kevin Harrington. Kevin is known as the godfather of the infomercial with over 4 billion dollars
in product sales. You will get archived interviews that have never been released, videos that
share insight on being an entrepreneur, how to create the perfect pitch, e-books and other
valuable content from this marketing genius.
You will also get exclusive access to never before seen programs developed by world famous
author and Master NLP trainer, Jay Sargeant. Mr. Sargeant or Coach Jay, as he is known,
will offer us the most powerful and proven communication and persuasion techniques and
strategies. Coach Jay has refined and improved his programs and has written them exclusively
for Mindset 24 Global Members! You will not find this information anywhere else! Our brand
new programs will teach the powerful NLP Expert Model, stunning rapport building strategies,
master level reframing and techniques to create the most profound states of mind.
So you get access to all of this incredible information, plus the standard profit sharing bonus
pools as well….. BUT, when you make two 4 Series sales during this limited pre-launch period,
you also qualify for the EXCLUSIVE FOUNDERS PROFIT SHARING POOL THAT WILL ONLY
ALLOW THOSE THAT QUALIFY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS FOUNDERS OPPORTUNITY
AND SHARE IN THE GROSS REVENUE ON EVERY SINGLE SALE.

